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HOW CAN VIVA EVE
HELP YOU?

If you have fibroids, VIVA EVE helps women just like you understand their symptoms,
condition, and treatment options. At our fibroid center in NYC, our team of highly skilled,
board-certified fibroid experts works with you to pick the treatment path that's best for
you. From diagnosis to treatment, you’re actively involved in your treatment plan and are
provided all the facts every step of the way.
Our doctors are compassionate specialists who advocate for all medically sound fibroid
treatment options. One of the leading procedures we promote for fibroid relief is a
nonsurgical treatment called uterine fibroid embolization (UFE). While this is a procedure
we specialize in, we only recommend treatments that are appropriate based on each
patient's medical case and circumstances.
As leaders in our field, we are among the best fibroid specialists in New York, and are
committed to helping women regain control of their lives through advanced medical care.
We know that a happier and healthier life is attainable by seeking treatment to end
fibroids. Whether you are looking into starting treatment with us, or are simply seeking a
second opinion, we invite you to come in for a consultation. You'll always be heard at
VIVA EVE.

https://www.vivaeve.com/fibroid-clinic-center-queens-nyc/best-fibroid-doctors-top-specialists-nyc/


STEPS TO WELL-BEING

Consultation  (Schedule an initial consultation to explore treatment
options, including UFE.)

Screening  (Undergo testing to assess your condition and
determine treatment eligibility.)

Create a Plan  (Discuss screening results and decide which
treatment is right for you.)

Meet the Specialist  (Meet with the specialist who will conduct your
procedure and schedule it.)

Procedure  (Our board-certified fibroid specialists and caring staff
are there for you before, during, and after your procedure.)
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MAILING ADDRESS

108-18 63rd Rd, Forest Hills, NY 11375

PHONE NUMBER

(718) 269-4990

EMAIL ADDRESS

patientcare@vivaeve.com
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CONTACT US

https://vivaeve.com/
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LET'S CONNECT

https://www.facebook.com/VIVAEVENY
https://twitter.com/vivaeve_ny
https://www.instagram.com/vivaeve_ny/
https://goo.gl/maps/WhUDZxvqKVLW8yHc8
https://www.linkedin.com/company/vivaeve/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCiixbCIAtFbQv8T6uD-LvJw
https://vivaevenyc.tumblr.com/
https://www.pinterest.com/vivaevenyc


MONDAY: 8  AM -  7  PM
TUESDAY: 8  AM -  7  PM
WEDNESDAY: 8  AM -  7  PM
THURSDAY: 8  AM -  7  PM
FRIDAY: 8  AM -  7  PM
SATURDAY: 8  AM -  4  PM
SUNDAY: CLOSED

Working Hours:


